DATA S H E E T

THE HUMAN CYBER
READINESS PLATFORM
Cybersecurity has evolved into more than just a technology problem. It now dictates
reputation, litigation and can even threaten human life.
For this reason, the solution also needs to be more than just technology. It requires finely tuned humans
capable of making nuanced judgements about complex technical, social, and political issues, sometimes
under intense pressure and always at pace. Investing in your agency’s human capital is every bit as
crucial as investing in your technology. Continuously upskilling, tracking, and understanding this expertise
pays huge dividends when it comes to mitigating risk, responding to crises and building resilience.

BUIL DI NG H U MA N C Y B E R R E A D I N E S S ACR O S S THE E N TE RPRI S E
Immersive Labs delivers agency-wide human cyber capabilities to impact and
support every part of your security strategy:

For mission leaders, building
human cyber capability
means senior teams can
play a more effective role in
incident response and create
better people strategies
focused on protecting
company value. Strategically,
mission leaders embracing
Human Cyber Readiness can
govern based on telemetry
and insight on their human
assets and invest accordingly.
The result: a more resilient
team capable of better crisis
response.

For security hiring teams,
it means being able to test
potential talent to ensure they
have relevant expertise. In a
complex space awash with
certifications, accreditations,
and specialisms, being able
to demystify technical skills
and quickly ascertain a
candidate’s suitability for a
role creates a more efficient
hiring cycle, improves longterm planning and encourages
diversity.

For development and
engineering teams, creating
an effective human cyber
capability means infusing any
digital initiative with security
from the outset. Teams who
understand the context and
practice of security will build
secure applications, creating
a powerful alternative to
segregated silos where
security can be an expensive
handbrake on innovation.
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For entire agencies, integrating these elements
into a single platform provides a unified
picture of human cyber capability across every
touchpoint. This empowers agencies by giving
them a complete picture of their Human Cyber
Readiness and tying it into a set of simple steps
to improve resilience across the board.

For cybersecurity teams, it means filling the
gaps left by legacy training and equipping
people with the skills to defend against the
latest attacks, remediate more efficiently
and prepare in advance. This requires rapid,
iterative skills development based on the latest
threat intelligence and delivered in a way that
engages the unique mindset of cybersecurity
professionals.

HOW I M M ER S I V E L A B S E N A B L E S HU M AN CYB E R R E AD I N E S S
Immersive Labs breaks Human Cyber Readiness into three parts: Equipping,
Exercising and Evidencing. With our platform agencies can bring these elements
together and put them at the center of an ongoing strategy to
improve the effectiveness of teams:
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EQ U I P P I NG
Benefits:

Problem:
Traditional training is expensive, unengaging, and
continuously being outpaced by the evolving threat
landscape.

■

Solution:
We understand that skills development never ends.
It is a capability that needs to be constantly improved
to keep pace with the ever-changing nature of cyber
risk. Immersive Labs aligns skills to specific threats and
recognized frameworks with a continually updated set
of gamified content.

■

■

Build and develop cyber expertise
matched to risk, role and
frameworks such as MITRE and
NIST NICE
Develop all levels of cyber skills,
from basic to highly specialized
Guide application security teams
through building secure code from
the outset.
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E XER C I SI N G
Benefits:

Problem:
Aptitude in cybersecurity decays fast unless it’s kept
relevant and fresh. Traditional training is not capable of
addressing this, as it can only build static, short-term
capabilities which are inflexible in the face of change.
With cyber being an issue across silos, this also needs
to take into account a wide range of stakeholders,
something particularly true of incident response.

■

■

Solution:
We help agencies build a broad base of cognitively
agile, resilient people who can think on their feet when
faced with complex cyber problems. Our platform can
run short, regular battle-tests powered by real-world
intelligence and capable of building muscle memory

■

Test and refine decision-making
and incident response against the
latest scenarios for everyone from
technical teams to PR and legal
Exercise appsec, infrastructure
and defensive teams against
emerging threats within hours of
them appearing in the wild
Run dynamic, repeatable, costeffective exercises relevant to
large, remote workforces

relevant to today’s myriad cyber threats.
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EVI D ENC I N G
Benefits:

Problem:
They might have access to a wealth of data on their
technical assets, but agencies have traditionally
operated in the dark when it comes to their people.
This makes it difficult to effectively set cybersecurity
strategies and budgets – and it makes hiring even
more complicated. The result: reactive approaches that
negatively impact teams and heighten risk.

■

■

Solution:
With Immersive Labs, agencies can track the
cybersecurity skill levels of their teams in real time.
Our platform provides metrics so you can visualize the
strengths and weaknesses in your human capability
and map these against widely used frameworks. We
also bring clarity to the hiring cycle so agencies can

■

Understand, for the first time, a
full picture of cyber skills across
your entire agency and map this to
recognized frameworks for more
relevant strategies, benchmarking
and budgeting
Highlight weak spots in your
human cyber capabilities and
instantly fix these gaps
Screen candidates to hire people
with more relevant skills and
eliminate unconscious bias

test and hire based on proven skills.
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Immersive Labs is the world’s first human cyber readiness platform.
Our technology delivers challenge-based cybersecurity content developed by experts and powered by the
latest threat intelligence. Our unique approach enables agencies to battle-test and evidence their workforce’s
preparedness to face emerging cyber threats.
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